












bow piece where it ends in a long taper. Spring any scrap 
member around the inner surface of the frames past the 
transom to simulate the coaming. Note that it will be neces-
sary to bevel the side of the transom and motorboards to 
accommodate this member. After this bevel is cut, the top 
frame member of the transom may be installed allowing 1/2 
in. clearance between the motorboards and coaming, and 
alsoalso providing the notch for the 3/4 x 3/4-in. carling. The 
carling, set vertically, is fitted into the notch in the bow piece 
first and then sprung aft into the notches in each of the 
frames. Leave the end overhanging at the transom for 
trimming later. Fasten with 1-1/4-in. nails into each of the 
frames and transom, after coating all of the contacting 
surfaces with glue.               .

   STEP 9. Fair or bevel all surfaces which will contact the 
side decking so that the planking will fit flush to the frame-
work. This is a progressive process that may seem rather 
complicated, but a study of the drawings and photographs 
should help clear up the matter. After fairing, the 1/8-in. 
plywood sheet is clamped to the side deck area so that the 
outline can be marked roughly. If you're careful, it's possible 
toto obtain all of the decking from a single 4 x 8-ft. sheet. You 
won't have a great deal of excess material, however, so be 
careful in rough trimming. Next, the contact areas of the 
deck are coated liberally with glue and the side decking 
fastened around all the outer extremities with 3/4-in. nails 
spaced about 2 in. apart. It isn't necessary to fasten to any of 
the inner contact points. The opposite side is put on and any 
excessexcess trimmed.                             excess     

    STEP 10. The coamings are cut from 1/2-in. mahogany 
and, preferably, rabbetted on the top edge to receive the 
decking. (If preferred, the decking may merely lap over the 
coaming with the routed groove being eliminated.) The 
coaming is fitted into the notch in the bow piece with the 
point extending over the top of this member. It is progres-
sively sprung around the hull on the inside of the carling and 
framesframes and notched out on the aft end to fit over the transom 
and extend flush with the outer motorboard. In assembly, 
coat the contacting surfaces with glue and fasten with 
1-1/4-in. nails spaced about 6 in.                    .

STEP 11. The dash beam and the forward deck beam at 
Frame 2 are fastened against blocking provided on the 
coaming. The dash beam must be bevelled on the bottom to 
contact the 1/2 x 2-in. center bottom batten. At this point it 
rests against the frame and is canted forward as indicated in 
the drawings. In assembly, use two 1-1/2-in. No. 8 screws to 
fasten the dash beam at the contact point with Frame 1 and 
bottombottom batten.                                .
                         .
     STEP 12. The hull is now turned upside down and the 1/2 
x 1-3/4-in. non-trip chine installed. A long bevel is cut so 
that this member will rest on the bow piece. Corner glue 
blocks are installed at the junctions of Frames 1 and 2 with 
the runner chines. The bottom area is then faired for both the 
runner chine and the runner bottom. (This operation is 
similar to fairing the frame for the decking.) The 1/4-in. 
anti-tripanti-trip planking is fitted first. Cut it slightly oversize and 
do any necessary trimming after fastening it in place. After 
coating the area liberally with glue, begin fastening it along 
the bow piece. Then use a C-clamp to pull the non-trip chine 
so that the aft portion is parallel to the runner chine. This 
section must be fiat. After pulling the chine down with the 
C-clamp, fasten it along the member with the 3/4-in. nails 
spacedspaced about 2 in. apart. The area is then faired flush at the 
non-trip chine and the runner bottom planking installed, 
lapping it over the non-trip planking. It, too, is bedded in 
glue and nailed with 3/4-in. nails spaced about 2 in. apart.                        

    STEP 13. Before finishing the forward decking, the interior 
should be painted with a dry-rot preventative. Cover as much of 
the area as possible, particularly down in the runners where water 
may tend to settle. The cowl plywood is fitted on one side of the 
coaming and tacked into position while the other side is fitted. The 
panel will tend to buckle as this is a slight compound curve, but as 
you progressively work the panel down the wrinkles will disap-
peapear. In fastening, again, use the 3/4-in. nails spaced about 2 in.                                    
i n .

    STEP 14. The transom knee may be cut from any scrap 2-in. 
material. The distance you mount this below the transom top edge 
should actually depend upon the motor used. The maximum is 
5-1/2 in., but it's desirable to mount the knee as close to the top as 
the motor clamps will allow. Drive three 3-in. No. 14 screws 
through the rear of the transom into the knee and three 1/2-in. No. 
8 screws through the coaming on either side. The cap strip at the 
dashdash covers the exposed edge of the forward decking. It should be 
cut from the scrap material from the coaming to extend 3/4 in. 
above the decking. Round the edges generously and nail in place.

    STEP 15. Due to the weight-sensitive nature of the three-point 
hydroplane, it is usually not fiberglassed. If you desire to fiber-
glass it, however, use a light cloth. In the prototype, the bottom 
was primed with a plywood sealer and then given three coats of 
marine varnish. The top side on the original was painted a brilliant 
red-orange. After sealing with the plywood primer, flat paint was 
applied and sanded until the grain had disappeared. Two coats of a 
marinemarine enamel went on.                                    on.

    STEP 16. The steering should be a tiller rope type with the drum 
exposed or forward of the dash. These are available with a 
standard 15-in. wheel or a small 10-in. wheel. The tiller cable 
should lead through transom-type pulley sheaves recessed into the 
coaming, extend aft to a pulley on the bar mounted to the motor 
and then back down to the coaming where it joins the transom. A 
spring at this point maintains tension on the steering system at all 
times.times. A throttle control of the dead-man type or automatic release 
is recommended with larger motors, though a standard lever 
control can be used. To prevent slipping in turns, an aluminum fin 
is installed inboard of the port runner.                                  runner.

Saucy Shingle can handle almost any motor below 20 hp. You can 
get adequate speed for small fry with a motor under 10 hp, but the 
stock propeller should be replaced with one to match the boat. To 
achieve maximum performance it will also be necessary to adjust 
the height of the motor on the transom with "rev sticks"--1/4-in. 
pieces of wood slipped under the motor bracket one at a time. For 
high speeds it is recommended that the driver wear a life jacket 
andand crash helmet. For the small fry it goes without saying that this 
equipment is a must at all times.                                  times

BILL OF MATERIALS

ItemMaterialNo. Pcs. SizeBottom, Side & Runner PlankingDF PW Exterior 
AB11/4" x 4' x 8'Bow Lamination, Frame Gussets & FloorboardsDF PW Exterior 
AB11/4" x 4' x 4'Bow Piece No. 3, Dash Beam No. 7, Transom and motor 
boardsDF PW Exterior AB11/2" x 4' x 4'Decking and Cowling CoverDF PW 
Exterior AB11/8" x 4' x 8'Bottom BattensSpruce or Mahogany31/2" x 2' x 6'An-
ti-Trip ChineSpruce or Mahogany21/2" x 1-3/4" x 4' 6"FramesSpruce or Mahog-
any11/2" x 6' x 9'Cross Pawl at Frames 1 & 2Spruce or Mahogany23/4" x 1-1/4" 
x 4'Transom CapSpruce or Mahogany13/4" x 1-3/4" x 3'Sheer Clamp & 
CarlingsSpruce or Mahogany43/4" x 3/4" x 8'Deck BattenSpruce or Mahoga-
ny11/2" x 1" x 4'CoamingSpruce or Mahogany11/2" x 7" (net) x 14' (makes 
two)GLUE: Resorcinol or Plastic Resin, Approx. 3 lbs.FASTENINGS:
Nails: Ring-type boat nails, bronze or monel. 3/4" #14--1 lb., 1-1/4" #12--1/2 lb.
Screws: Flathead wood type, hot dipped galvanized iron. 1-1/2" #8--22 only, 3" 
#14--3 
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